
Opus Filing & Storage



Opus

From an ancient inspiration, Opus storage solutions

address a modern problem. Lateral and pedestal files

stand as bastions of organization against the onslaught

of chaos in the modern office environment. Cold-rolled

steel jackets the underlying 22-gauge structure.

Welded internal box frames and supplementary bracing

ensures that these cabinets will be as enduring as the

namesake architecture.
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Opus

As bricks in mortar, Opus components fuse to create customized

storage solutions. Creating purpose-built spaces within open-plan

concepts, Opus puts vital information at your fingertips. Keyed-alike

locks provide selective access to libraries of secure information with

minimal effort, while open bookcases and cabinets marshal communal

supplies and reference materials.

Glide Adjustment - Glides that adjust from inside the cabinet
make installation even easier.
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Folder Bars - Hanging file storage is easily managed with
field-installable folder bars.

Compressor Followers - User-friendly compressor followers
adjust by pulling up and moving forward or backward in one
inch increments.
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Opus

The true mark of craftsmanship is attention to detail. Within Opus filing cabinets, heavy-duty ball

bearing suspensions allow drawers to glide smoothly, while steel dividers, folder bars, and compressor

followers keep files in perfect alignment.

Pedestal files offer a variety of drawer configurations to organize small items and files in personal spaces.

Mobile, freestanding, hanging, and worksurface-supporting options offer design flexibility from total

integration to complete autonomy. A cushioned top even provides impromptu seating solutions.

At the pinnacle of the Opus line’s storage capabilities stand custom kiosks. A combination of open

storage, closed cabinets, wardrobes, and drawers, these all-in-one units rely on precision manufacturing

to put everything in its appointed place. From the smallest pedestal to the grandest kiosk, Opus creates

a space for your organizational masterwork.
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Working together to make a difference!
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